An Abundance Of Katherines
Right here, we have countless ebook an abundance of katherines and collections to check out. We additionally meet the expense of variant types
and then type of the books to browse. The normal book, fiction, history, novel, scientific research, as well as various additional sorts of books are
readily straightforward here.
As this an abundance of katherines, it ends stirring creature one of the favored ebook an abundance of katherines collections that we have. This is
why you remain in the best website to see the unbelievable books to have.

What Kind of Girl - Alyssa Sheinmel 2020-02-04
"Both timely and timeless, a powerful exploration of abuse in its many
forms, as well as the strength it takes to rise up and speak your
truth."—AMBER SMITH, New York Times bestselling author of The Way I
Used to Be From New York Times bestselling author Alyssa Sheinmel
comes an unflinching exploration of the labels society puts on girls and
women—and the strength it takes to rise above it all to claim your worth
and declare your truth. The girls at North Bay Academy are taking sides.
It all started when Mike Parker's girlfriend showed up with a bruise on
her face. Or, more specifically, when she walked into the principal's
office and said Mike hit her. But her classmates have questions. Why did
she go to the principal and not the police? Why did she stay with Mike if
he was hurting her? Obviously, if it's true, Mike should face the
consequences. But is it true? Some girls want to rally for Mike's
expulsion—and some want to rally around Mike. As rumors about what
really happened spread, the students at North Bay Academy will question
what it means to be guilty or innocent, right or wrong. This book is a
great choice to start conversations about: dating violence contemporary
social problems young adult mental health Praise for What Kind of Girl:
"A poignant, thought-provoking novel that will resonate deeply."—Kirkus
"A rallying cry."—Booklist "I immediately saw myself in this book, which
so thoroughly explains the thought process when coming to terms with
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victimhood and survivorship. I felt understood."—Chessy Prout, author of
I Have the Right To "Important, raw, timely, and ultimately
hopeful...demands readers discuss the trauma of teen dating violence
and how girls are so often taught—even expected—to internalize their
victimization."—Shannon M. Parker, author of The Girl Who Fell and The
Rattled Bones Also by Alyssa Sheinmel: A Danger to Herself and Others
The Castle School (for Troubled Girls)
An Abundance of Katherines - 101 Amazing Facts You Didn't Know - G
Whiz
Looking for Alaska Deluxe Edition - John Green 2015-01-13
A gorgeous collector's edition of the critically acclaimed debut novel by
John Green, #1 bestselling author of Turtles All the Way Down and The
Fault in Our Stars A perfect gift for every fan, this deluxe hardcover
features a stunning special edition jacket and 50 pages of all-new
exclusive content, including: - An introduction by John Green - Extensive
Q&A: John Green answers readers’ most frequently asked questions Deleted scenes from the original manuscript ★ Winner of the Michael L.
Printz Award ★ A Los Angeles Times Book Prize Finalist ★ A New York
Times Bestseller • A USA Today Bestseller ★ NPR’s Top Ten Best-Ever
Teen Novels ★ TIME magazine’s 100 Best Young Adult Novels of All Time
★ A PBS Great American Read Selection NOW A HULU ORIGINAL
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SERIES! Miles Halter is fascinated by famous last words—and tired of
his safe life at home. He leaves for boarding school to seek what the
dying poet Francois Rabelais called the "Great Perhaps.” Much awaits
Miles at Culver Creek, including Alaska Young, who will pull Miles into
her labyrinth and catapult him into the Great Perhaps. Looking for
Alaska brilliantly chronicles the indelible impact one life can have on
another. A modern classic, this stunning debut marked #1 bestselling
author John Green’s arrival as a groundbreaking new voice in
contemporary fiction.
The Summer Set - Aimee Agresti 2020-05-12
“The perfect staycation escape… and exactly the uplifting summer read
we all need.” —Entertainment Weekly The best drama happens offstage
in this undeniably charming novel about an idyllic summer theater where
hot stars, has-beens and hopefuls chase roles—and each other.
Recommended by Glamour * Bustle * Popsugar * Booklist * Playbill
Charlie Savoy was once Hollywood’s hottest A-lister. Now, ten years
later, she’s pushing forty, exiled from the film world and back at the
summer Shakespeare theater in the Berkshires that launched her
career—and where her old flame, Nick, is the artistic director. It’s not
exactly her first choice. But as parts are cast and rehearsals begin,
Charlie is surprised to find herself getting her groove back, bonding with
celebrity actors, forging unexpected new friendships and even reigniting
her spark with Nick, who still seems to bring out the best in her despite
their complicated history. Until Charlie’s old rival, Hollywood’s current It
Girl, is brought on set, threatening to undo everything she’s built. As the
drama amps up both on the stage and behind the curtains, Charlie must
put on the show of a lifetime to fight for the second chance she deserves
in career and in love. “A page-turner set in the intoxicating theater
world, The Summer Set considers the price of fame, the power of second
chances and the enduring nature of love. A truly enjoyable read!”
—Elyssa Friedland, author of The Floating Feldmans
Ibid - Mark Dunn 2004
Tells the story of Jonathan Blashette, a three-legged circus performer
and the CEO of Dandy-de-odor-o Inc., in a novel composed entirely of
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footnotes.
Will Grayson, Will Grayson - John Green 2010-04-06
Two award-winning and New York Times–bestselling author join forces
for a collaborative novel of awesome proportions. One cold night, in a
most unlikely corner of Chicago, two teens—both named Will
Grayson—are about to cross paths. As their worlds collide and
intertwine, the Will Graysons find their lives going in new and
unexpected directions, building toward romantic turns-of-heart and the
epic production of history’s most fabulous high school musical. Hilarious,
poignant, and deeply insightful, John Green and David Levithan’s
collaborative novel is brimming with a double helping of the heart and
humor that have won them both legions of faithful fans. A New York
Times Book Review Editor’s Choice An ALA Stonewall Honor Book “Will
Grayson, Will Grayson is a complete romp. [It is] so funny, rude and
original that by the time flowers hit the stage, even the musical-averse
will cheer.” —The New York Times Book Review ★“Will have readers
simultaneously laughing, crying and singing at the top of their
lungs.”—Kirkus Reviews, starred review “It is such a good book. [Green
and Levithan] are two of the best writers writing today.” —NPR’sThe
Roundtable
Chinese Handcuffs - Chris Crutcher 2016-06-28
Dillon is living with the painful memory of his brother's suicide -- and the
role he played in it. To keep his mind and body occupied, he trains
intensely for the Ironman triathlon. But outside of practice, his life seems
to be falling apart. Then Dillon finds a confidante in Jennifer, a star high
school basketball player who's hiding her own set of destructive secrets.
Together, they must find the courage to confront their demons -- before
it's too late.
The Anthropocene Reviewed (Signed Edition) - John Green 2021-05-18
Goodreads Choice winner for Nonfiction 2021 and instant #1 bestseller!
A deeply moving collection of personal essays from John Green, the
author of The Fault in Our Stars and Turtles All the Way Down. “The
perfect book for right now.” –People “The Anthropocene Reviewed is
essential to the human conversation.” –Library Journal, starred review
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The Anthropocene is the current geologic age, in which humans have
profoundly reshaped the planet and its biodiversity. In this remarkable
symphony of essays adapted and expanded from his groundbreaking
podcast, bestselling author John Green reviews different facets of the
human-centered planet on a five-star scale—from the QWERTY keyboard
and sunsets to Canada geese and Penguins of Madagascar. Funny,
complex, and rich with detail, the reviews chart the contradictions of
contemporary humanity. As a species, we are both far too powerful and
not nearly powerful enough, a paradox that came into sharp focus as we
faced a global pandemic that both separated us and bound us together.
John Green’s gift for storytelling shines throughout this masterful
collection. The Anthropocene Reviewed is a open-hearted exploration of
the paths we forge and an unironic celebration of falling in love with the
world. This is a signed edition.
Chasing the Stars - Malorie Blackman 2016-04-21
Olivia (Vee), is now captain of her own spaceship, an Explorer Vessel
which set out seven years earlier on a deep space mission. She and her
twin brother Aidan are heading alone back to Earth following the virus
that wiped out the rest of the ship in its entirety three years earlier âe"
including their parents. Nathan is part of a community heading in the
opposite direction. A violent war is spreading through space so
theyâe(tm)re heading for a peaceful patch from where they will plan an
uprising. But on their journey, Nathanâe(tm)s ship is attacked and most
of the community killed. Only a few survive, thanks to Vee and Aidan,
who rescue them, bringing them on board their ship. Nathan and Vee are
instantly attracted to each other, and in the midst of all the dramas and
hostilities of this newly occupied ship, they fall head-over-heels in love.
But not everyone is happy with their relationship. Someone is sowing
rumours of Nathanâe(tm)s infidelity, Veeâe(tm)s flaws, and putting the
lives of everybody on board at risk . . .
The John Green eSampler - John Green 2011-12-08
Excerpts from four novels by bestselling, award-winning author John
Green: Looking for Alaska, An Abundance of Katherines, Paper Towns,
and The Fault in Our Stars.
an-abundance-of-katherines

The John Green Collection - John Green 2013-12-01
Four critically acclaimed, award-winning modern classics from #1 New
York Times-bestselling author John Green. The John Green Collection
includes Printz Award–winning Looking for Alaska, Printz Honor book An
Abundance of Katherines, Edgar Award–winning Paper Towns, and #1
New York Times–bestselling The Fault in Our Stars. In addition to his
many literary accolades, John Green is one half of the Vlogbrothers
(youtube.com/vlogbrothers), one of the most popular online video
projects in the world. You can join the millions who follow John on
Twitter (@realjohngreen) and tumblr (fishingboatproceeds.tumblr.com)
or visit him online at johngreenbooks.com.
Again Again - E. Lockhart 2021-06-15
This twisty novel from the New York Times bestselling author of We
Were Liars and Genuine Fraud asks: What if there were infinite
universes and infinite ways to fall in love? If you could live your life
again, what would you do differently? After a near-fatal family
catastrophe and an unexpected romantic upheaval, Adelaide Buchwald
finds herself catapulted into a summer of wild possibility, during which
she will fall in and out of love a thousand times--while finally confronting
the secrets she keeps, her ideas about love, and the weird grandiosity of
the human mind. A raw, funny story that will surprise you over and over,
Again Again gives us an indelible heroine grappling with the terrible and
wonderful problem of loving other people. "Inventive, philosophical and
romantic." --GAYLE FORMAN, #1 New York Times bestselling author of
If I Stay
An Abundance of Katherines - John Green 2008-07-29
Having been dumped for the nineteenth time by yet another girl named
Katherine, recent high school graduate and former child prodigy Colin
sets off on a road trip with his best friend to try to find some new
direction in life. Printz Honor 2007.
An Abundance of Katherines - John Green 2018
Set of 4 near miniature books (12 cm) by Greene issued in a cardboard
sleeve.
The Art of Being Normal - Lisa Williamson 2016-05-31
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David Piper has always been an outsider. His parents think he's gay. The
school bully thinks he's a freak. Only his two best friends know the real
truth: David wants to be a girl. On the first day at his new school Leo
Denton has one goal: to be invisible. Attracting the attention of the most
beautiful girl in his class is definitely not part of that plan. When Leo
stands up for David in a fight, an unlikely friendship forms. But things
are about to get messy. Because at Eden Park School secrets have a
funny habit of not staying secret for long , and soon everyone knows that
Leo used to be a girl. As David prepares to come out to his family and
transition into life as a girl and Leo wrestles with figuring out how to
deal with people who try to define him through his history, they find in
each other the friendship and support they need to navigate life as
transgender teens as well as the courage to decide for themselves what
normal really means.
Confessions: The Paris Mysteries - James Patterson 2014-10-06
In this New York Times bestseller, brilliant detective Tandy Angel is
meeting her lost love in Paris . . . but when he becomes more distant, she
starts to question everything she knows. Is there anyone she can trust?
After investigating multiple homicides and her family's decades-old
skeletons in the closet, Tandy Angel is finally reunited with her lost love
in Paris. But as he grows increasingly distant, she is confronted with
disturbing questions about him, as well as what really happened to her
long-dead sister. With no way to tell anymore who in her life she can
trust, how will Tandy ever get to the bottom of the countless secrets her
parents kept from her? James Patterson leads this brilliant teenage
detective through Paris on a trail of lies years in the making, with
shocking revelations around every corner.
The Tree Climber’s Guide - Jack Cooke 2016-04-07
‘After I finished this book I alarmed my family by going into the garden
and climbing the apple tree.’ – Damian Whitworth, The Times
Me and Earl and the Dying Girl (Movie Tie-in Edition) - Jesse Andrews
2015-05-26
The book that inspired the hit film! Sundance U.S. Dramatic Audience
Award Sundance Grand Jury Prize This is the funniest book you’ll ever
an-abundance-of-katherines

read about death. It is a universally acknowledged truth that high school
sucks. But on the first day of his senior year, Greg Gaines thinks he’s
figured it out. The answer to the basic existential question: How is it
possible to exist in a place that sucks so bad? His strategy: remain at the
periphery at all times. Keep an insanely low profile. Make mediocre films
with the one person who is even sort of his friend, Earl. This plan works
for exactly eight hours. Then Greg’s mom forces him to become friends
with a girl who has cancer. This brings about the destruction of Greg’s
entire life. Fiercely funny, honest, heart-breaking—this is an
unforgettable novel from a bright talent, now also a film that critics are
calling "a touchstone for its generation" and "an instant classic." Includes
a discussion with Jesse Andrews and an annotated excerpt from the
screenplay! STARRED REVIEW “One need only look at the chapter titles
(“Let’s Just Get This Embarrassing Chapter Out of the Way”) to know
that this is one funny book.” –Booklist, starred review STARRED REVIEW
“Though this novel begs inevitable thematic comparisons to John Green's
The Fault in Our Stars (2011), it stands on its own in inventiveness,
humor and heart.” –Kirkus Reviews, starred review New York Times
bestseller! Capitol Choices 2013 - Noteworthy Titles for Children and
Teens Cooperative Children’s Book Center (CCBC) Choices 2013 list Young Adult Fiction YALSA 2013 Quick Picks for Reluctant Young Adult
Readers YALSA 2013 Best Fiction for Young Adults YALSA 2014 Popular
Paperbacks for Young Adults
Paper Aeroplanes - Dawn O'Porter 2013-05-02
I just can't imagine me without you... It's the mid-1990s, and fifteen yearold Guernsey schoolgirls, Renée and Flo, are not really meant to be
friends. Thoughtful, introspective and studious Flo couldn't be more
different to ambitious, extroverted and sexually curious Renée. But
Renée and Flo are united by loneliness and their dysfunctional families,
and an intense bond is formed. Although there are obstacles to their
friendship (namely Flo's jealous ex-best friend and Renée's growing
infatuation with Flo's brother), fifteen is an age where anything can
happen, where life stretches out before you, and when every betrayal
feels like the end of the world. For Renée and Flo it is the time of their
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lives. With graphic content and some scenes of a sexual nature, PAPER
AEROPLANES is a gritty, poignant, often laugh-out-loud funny and
powerful novel. It is an unforgettable snapshot of small-town adolescence
and the heart-stopping power of female friendship.
Adorkable - Sarra Manning 2012-05-24
Jeane Smith's a blogger, a dreamer, a dare-to-dreamer, jumble sale
queen, CEO of her own lifestyle brand and has half a million followers on
Twitter. Michael Lee's a star of school, stage and playing field. A golden
boy in a Jack Wills hoodie. They have nothing in common but a pair of
cheating exes. So why can't they stop snogging?
An Abundance of Katherines - John Green 2008-10-16
From the #1 bestselling author of Turtles All the Way Down and The
Fault in Our Stars Michael L. Printz Honor Book Los Angeles Times Book
Prize Finalist New York Times Bestseller When it comes to relationships,
Colin Singleton’s type is girls named Katherine. And when it comes to
girls named Katherine, Colin is always getting dumped. Nineteen times,
to be exact. On a road trip miles from home, this anagram-happy,
washed-up child prodigy has ten thousand dollars in his pocket, a
bloodthirsty feral hog on his trail, and an overweight, Judge Judy–loving
best friend riding shotgun—but no Katherines. Colin is on a mission to
prove The Theorem of Underlying Katherine Predictability, which he
hopes will predict the future of any relationship, avenge Dumpees
everywhere, and finally win him the girl. Love, friendship, and a dead
Austro-Hungarian archduke add up to surprising and heart-changing
conclusions in this ingeniously layered comic novel about reinventing
oneself.
What Light - Jay Asher 2016-10-18
THE INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER! From Jay Asher, #1
New York Times bestselling author of Thirteen Reasons Why, comes a
holiday romance that will break your heart, but soon have you believing
in love again. . . . "A beautiful story of love and forgiveness." —Stephen
Chbosky, New York Times bestselling author of The Perks of Being a
Wallflower Sierra's family runs a Christmas tree farm in Oregon—it's a
bucolic setting for a girl to grow up in, except that every year, they pack
an-abundance-of-katherines

up and move to California to set up their Christmas tree lot for the
season. So Sierra lives two lives: her life in Oregon and her life at
Christmas. And leaving one always means missing the other. Until this
particular Christmas, when Sierra meets Caleb, and one life eclipses the
other. By reputation, Caleb is not your perfect guy: years ago, he made
an enormous mistake and has been paying for it ever since. But Sierra
sees beyond Caleb's past and becomes determined to help him find
forgiveness and, maybe, redemption. As disapproval, misconceptions,
and suspicions swirl around them, Caleb and Sierra discover the one
thing that transcends all else: true love. What Light is a love story that's
moving and life-affirming and completely unforgettable.
Hate List - Jennifer Brown 2009-09-01
For readers of Marieke Nijkamp's This Is Where It Ends, a powerful and
timely contemporary classic about the aftermath of a school shooting.
Five months ago, Valerie Leftman's boyfriend, Nick, opened fire on their
school cafeteria. Shot trying to stop him, Valerie inadvertently saved the
life of a classmate, but was implicated in the shootings because of the list
she helped create. A list of people and things she and Nick hated. The list
he used to pick his targets. Now, after a summer of seclusion, Val is
forced to confront her guilt as she returns to school to complete her
senior year. Haunted by the memory of the boyfriend she still loves and
navigating rocky relationships with her family, former friends, and the
girl whose life she saved, Val must come to grips with the tragedy that
took place and her role in it, in order to make amends and move on with
her life. Jennifer Brown's critically acclaimed novel now includes the
bonus novella Say Something, another arresting Hate List story.
The Friend Scheme - Cale Dietrich 2020-07-28
Part thriller, part romance, The Friend Scheme is another twisty
#ownvoices YA novel from Cale Dietrich, author of The Love Interest.
Matt’s father is a criminal with high hopes that his son will follow in his
footsteps. His family is at war with another, and Matt’s dad is caught in
the crossfire. Matt and his older brother are expected to fight for their
family. But deep down Matt has other ambitions—and attractions. When
he meets Jason, Matt believes he might be falling deeper than friendship
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for the first time. The boys keep their connection a secret, and soon Matt
suspects that Jason is part of the family that tried to kill his father. The
truth, however, is even more shattering, and Matt must decide if he can
ever break free and own who he really is and who he is meant to love.
Penguin Minis: Looking for Alaska - John Green 2018-10-23
“Will slip equally well into a pocket as a Christmas stocking.” – The Wall
Street Journal, “What to Give,” holiday gift guide. Introducing Penguin
Minis! #1 bestselling author John Green like you've never read him
before. • Featured in the New York Times, The Washington Post, BBC's
"The World," Real Simple, BuzzFeed, Bustle, and more! John Green's
critically acclaimed debut, Looking for Alaska, is now available as a
Penguin Mini edition. Complete and unabridged, the book's revolutionary
landscape design and ultra-thin paper makes it easy to hold in one hand
without sacrificing readability. Perfectly-sized to slip into a pocket or
bag, Penguin Minis are ideal for reading on the go. About Looking for
Alaska: Winner of the Michael L. Printz Award Los Angeles Times Book
Prize Finalist A Great American Reads selection A New York Times
Bestseller A USA Today Bestseller Top Ten, NPR’s 100 Best-Ever Teen
Novels TIME Magazine's 100 Best Young Adult Novels of All Time
Before. Miles Halter is fascinated by famous last words. He leaves for
boarding school to seek what Rabelais called “The Great Perhaps.” Much
awaits Miles, including clever and self-destructive Alaska Young, who
will pull Miles into her labyrinth and catapult him into the Great Perhaps.
After. Nothing will ever be the same. A modern classic, this stunning
debut marked #1 bestselling author John Green’s arrival as a
groundbreaking voice in contemporary fiction.
A Beautifully Foolish Endeavor - Hank Green 2020-07-07
THE INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Who has the right to
change the world forever? How will we live online? How do we find
comfort in an increasingly isolated world? The Carls disappeared the
same way they appeared, in an instant. While the robots were on Earth,
they caused confusion and destruction with only their presence. Part of
their maelstrom was the sudden viral fame and untimely death of April
May: a young woman who stumbled into Carl’s path, giving them their
an-abundance-of-katherines

name, becoming their advocate, and putting herself in the middle of an
avalanche of conspiracy theories. Months later, April’s friends are trying
to find their footing in a post-Carl world. Andy has picked up April’s
mantle of fame, speaking at conferences and online; Maya, ravaged by
grief, begins to follow a string of mysteries that she is convinced will lead
her to April; and Miranda is contemplating defying her friends’ advice
and pursuing a new scientific operation…one that might have
repercussions beyond anyone’s comprehension. Just as it is starting to
seem like the gang may never learn the real story behind the events that
changed their lives forever, a series of clues arrive—mysterious books
that seem to predict the future and control the actions of their
readers—all of which seems to suggest that April could be very much
alive. In the midst of the search for the truth and the search for April is a
growing force, something that wants to capture our consciousness and
even control our reality. A Beautifully Foolish Endeavor is the bold and
brilliant follow-up to An Absolutely Remarkable Thing. It is a fast-paced
adventure that is also a biting social commentary, asking hard, urgent
questions about the way we live, our freedoms, our future, and how we
handle the unknown.
Getting the Girl - Markus Zusak 2013-05-28
In this sequel to the award-winning FIGHTING RUBEN WOLFE,
Cameron explores the ecstasy, the danger, and the cost of love. Cameron
Wolfe is a loser. He knows it. He's the quiet one, not a soccer star like his
brother Steve or a charming fighter with a new girl every week like his
brother Rube. Cam would give anything to be near one of those girls, to
love her and treat her right. He especially likes Rube's latest, Octavia,
with her brilliant ideas and bright green eyes. But what woman like that
would want a loser like him? Maybe Octavia would, Cam discovers.
Maybe he'd even have something to say. And those maybes change
everything: winning, loving, losing, the Wolfe brothers, and Cameron
himself.
We Should Hang Out Sometime - Josh Sundquist 2014-12-23
From Paralympic ski racer and YouTube star, Josh Sundquist, comes an
always-funny (and sometimes-awkward) memoir about teenage
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misadventures. When I was twenty-five years old, it came to my attention
that I had never had a girlfriend. At the time, I was actually under the
impression that I was in a relationship, so this bit of news came as
something of a shock. Why was Josh still single? To find out, he tracked
down each of the girls he had tried to date since middle school and asked
them straight up: What went wrong? The results of Josh's semiscientific
investigation are in your hands. From a disastrous Putt-Putt date
involving a backward prosthetic foot, to his introduction to CFD (Close
Fast Dancing), and a misguided "grand gesture" at a Miss America
pageant, this story is about looking for love--or at least a girlfriend--in all
the wrong places. Poignant, relatable, and totally hilarious, this memoir
is for anyone who has ever wondered, "Is there something wrong with
me?" (Spoiler Alert: the answer is no.)
Along for the Ride - Sarah Dessen 2009-06-16
A New York Times bestseller Up all night. Nights have always been
Auden’s time, her chance to escape everything that’s going on around
her. Then she meets Eli, a fellow insomniac, and he becomes her
nocturnal tour guide. Now, with an endless supply of summer nights
between them, almost anything can happen. . . . “As with all Dessen’s
books, [this] is a must-have” —VOYA, starred review Also by Sarah
Dessen: Dreamland Just Listen Keeping the Moon Lock and Key The
Moon and More Someone Like You That Summer This Lullaby The Truth
About Forever What Happened to Goodbye
What You Wish For - Book Wish Foundation 2011-09-15
A stellar collection from Newbery medalists and bestselling authors
written to benefit Darfuri refugees With contributions from some of the
best talent writing for children today, What You Wish For is a compelling
collection of affecting, inspiring, creepy, and oft-times funny short stories
and poems all linked by the universal power of a wish - the abstract
things we all wish for - home, family, safety and love. From the exchange
of letters between two girls who have never met but are both struggling
with the unexpected curves of life, to the stunning sacrifice one dying
girl makes for another, to the mermaid who trades her tail for legs, to the
boy who unwittingly steals an imp's house, and to the chilling retelling of
an-abundance-of-katherines

Cinderella, What You Wish For brings together a potent international
roster of authors of note to remember and celebrate the Darfuri refugees
and their incredible story of survival and hope.
Paper Towns - John Green 2013
Quentin Jacobson has spent a lifetime loving Margo Roth Spiegelman
from afar. So when she cracks open a window and climbs into his life dressed like a ninja and summoning him for an ingenious campaign of
revenge - he follows. After their all-nighter ends, Q arrives at school to
discover that Margo has disappeared.
The Heartbeats of Wing Jones - Katherine Webber 2017-03-14
Jandy Nelson meets Friday Night Lights in this sweeping, warm,
arrestingly original novel about family, poverty, and hope. Wing Jones,
like everyone else in her town, has worshipped her older brother,
Marcus, for as long as she can remember. Good-looking, popular, and the
star of the football team, Marcus is everything his sister is not. Until the
night everything changes when Marcus, drunk at the wheel after a party,
kills two people and barely survives himself. With Marcus now in a coma,
Wing is crushed, confused, and angry. She is tormented at school for
Marcus’s mistake, haunted at home by her mother and grandmothers’
grief. In addition to all this, Wing is scared that the bank is going to
repossess her home because her family can’t afford Marcus’s mounting
medical bills. Every night, unable to sleep, Wing finds herself sneaking
out to go to the school’s empty track. When Aaron, Marcus’s best friend,
sees her running one night, he recognizes that her speed, skill, and
agility could get her spot on the track team. And better still, an
opportunity at a coveted sponsorship from a major athletic gear
company. Wing can’t pass up the opportunity to train with her longtime
crush and to help her struggling family, but can she handle being thrust
out of Marcus’s shadow and into the spotlight? "The swiftly paced story
will quickly sweep up readers...[a] well-crafted, inspirational debut with
plenty of heart, hope, and determination." —Booklist "A story showing
how hope and love can blossom in the midst of chaos." —Publishers
Weekly
Penguin Minis: An Abundance of Katherines - John Green 2018-10-23
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“Will slip equally well into a pocket as a Christmas stocking.” – The Wall
Street Journal, “What to Give,” holiday gift guide. Introducing Penguin
Minis! #1 bestselling author John Green like you've never read him
before. • Featured in the New York Times, The Washington Post, BBC's
"The World," Real Simple, BuzzFeed, Bustle, and more! The award
winning An Abundance of Katherines is now available as a Penguin Mini
edition. Complete and unabridged, the book's revolutionary landscape
design and ultra-thin paper makes it easy to hold in one hand without
sacrificing readability. Perfectly-sized to slip into a pocket or bag,
Penguin Minis are ideal for reading on the go. About An Abundance of
Katherines: A Michael L. Printz Honor Book Los Angeles Times Book
Prize Finalist When it comes to relationships, Colin Singleton’s type is
girls named Katherine. And when it comes to girls named Katherine,
Colin is always getting dumped. Nineteen times, to be exact. Now, on a
road trip far from home, this washed-up child prodigy is on a mission to
prove The Theorem of Underlying Katherine Predictability, which he
hopes will predict the future of any relationship and avenge Dumpees
everywhere. Love, friendship, and a dead Austro-Hungarian archduke
add up to surprising and heart-changing conclusions in this ingeniously
layered comic novel.
John Green - Kathleen Deakin 2015-06-09
In a very short time, John Green has become an icon of young adult
literature. His first novel, Looking for Alaska (2005) won the Michael
Prinz award, Paper Towns (2008) received an Edgar Allan Poe award,
and in 2014, Time magazine named him one its 100 Most Influential
People. The Fault in Our Stars reached number one on the New York
Times bestseller list, and the film adaptation was a worldwide hit. John
Green: Teen Whisperer looks at the work of a versatile author whose
works have fast become must-reads for teens and adults alike. After
providing a biographical sketch of the author, subsequent chapters focus
on different “types” of Green’s writing: radio broadcasts, blogs, vlogs,
YouTube videos, and, of course, his novels, including An Abundance of
Katherines (2006) and Will Grayson, Will Grayson (2010). This volume
concludes with an interview of Green and a unique final chapter that
an-abundance-of-katherines

considers not only the young adult view of his work, but an adult
perspective as well. Based on extensive research, this book captures the
diverse elements of Green and his work: predictable, but surprising;
stable, yet enigmatic; aloof, but deeply caring; hip, but homespun;
irreverent, but deeply spiritual. Exploring why his writing reaches both
teens and adults, John Green: Teen Whisperer will be of interest to
librarians, scholars, and the author’s many fans.
The Perfect Escape - Suzanne Park 2020-04-07
"Indeed the perfect escape from, well, pretty much everything."—SARAH
HENNING, author of Throw Like a Girl and the Sea Witch duology Love
is a battlefield in this hysterical romantic comedy, perfect for fans of
Jenny Han and teen romance books. Nate Jae-Woo Kim wants to be rich.
When one of his classmates offers Nate a ridiculous amount of money to
commit grade fraud, he knows that taking the windfall would help
support his prideful Korean family, but is compromising his integrity
worth it? Luck comes in the form of Kate Anderson, Nate's colleague at
the zombie-themed escape room where he works. She approaches Nate
with a plan: a local tech company is hosting a weekend-long survivalist
competition with a huge cash prize. It could solve all of Nate's problems,
and she needs the money too. If the two of them team up, Nate has a real
shot of winning the grand prize. But the real challenge? Making through
the weekend with his heart intact... A great pick for: Readers of YA
romance and romantic comedy books Parents who need gifts for teens
and reluctant readers Fans of Sarah Dessen, Kasie West and Christina
Lauren People who love both the Hunger Games and rom-coms and
didn't know they needed a crossover Praise for The Perfect Escape: A
Junior Library Guild selection! "Pure fun! A hilarious rom-com that headfakes you into tumbling headlong into a techno-zombie survival thriller
propelled by banter and plenty of heart."—David Yoon, New York Times
bestselling author of Frankly in Love "The Perfect Escape is just
that—perfect. Filled with humor and heart, it won't let you go until you're
smiling."—Danielle Paige, New York Times bestselling author of the
Dorothy Must Die series and Stealing Snow "An adorable, laugh-out-loud
YA romcom with a lovable hero and an action-packed zombie-themed
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escape room—what more could you want?"—Jenn Bennett, author of
Alex, Approximately
Looking for Alaska - John Green 2008-08-14
The award-winning, genre-defining debut from John Green, the #1
bestselling author of The Anthropocene Reviewed and The Fault in Our
Stars Winner of the Michael L. Printz Award • A Los Angeles Times Book
Prize Finalist • A New York Times Bestseller • A USA Today Bestseller •
NPR’s Top Ten Best-Ever Teen Novels • TIME magazine’s 100 Best
Young Adult Novels of All Time • A PBS Great American Read Selection •
Millions of copies sold! First drink. First prank. First friend. First love.
Last words. Miles Halter is fascinated by famous last words—and tired of
his safe life at home. He leaves for boarding school to seek what the
dying poet François Rabelais called the “Great Perhaps.” Much awaits
Miles at Culver Creek, including Alaska Young, who will pull Miles into
her labyrinth and catapult him into the Great Perhaps. Looking for
Alaska brilliantly chronicles the indelible impact one life can have on
another. A modern classic, this stunning debut marked #1 bestselling
author John Green’s arrival as a groundbreaking new voice in
contemporary fiction. Newly updated edition includes a brand-new
Readers' Guide featuring a Q&A with author John Green
An Absolutely Remarkable Thing - Hank Green 2018-09-25
THE INSTANT #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “Sparkling with
mystery, humor and the uncanny, this is a fun read. But beneath its
effervescent tone, more complex themes are at play.” —San Francisco
Chronicle In his wildly entertaining debut novel, Hank Green—cocreator
of Crash Course, Vlogbrothers, and SciShow—spins a sweeping,
cinematic tale about a young woman who becomes an overnight celebrity
before realizing she's part of something bigger, and stranger, than
anyone could have possibly imagined. The Carls just appeared. Roaming
through New York City at three a.m., twenty-three-year-old April May
stumbles across a giant sculpture. Delighted by its appearance and
craftsmanship—like a ten-foot-tall Transformer wearing a suit of samurai
armor—April and her best friend, Andy, make a video with it, which Andy
uploads to YouTube. The next day, April wakes up to a viral video and a
an-abundance-of-katherines

new life. News quickly spreads that there are Carls in dozens of cities
around the world—from Beijing to Buenos Aires—and April, as their first
documentarian, finds herself at the center of an intense international
media spotlight. Seizing the opportunity to make her mark on the world,
April now has to deal with the consequences her new particular brand of
fame has on her relationships, her safety, and her own identity. And all
eyes are on April to figure out not just what the Carls are, but what they
want from us. Compulsively entertaining and powerfully relevant, An
Absolutely Remarkable Thing grapples with big themes, including how
the social internet is changing fame, rhetoric, and radicalization; how our
culture deals with fear and uncertainty; and how vilification and
adoration spring for the same dehumanization that follows a life in the
public eye. The beginning of an exciting fiction career, An Absolutely
Remarkable Thing is a bold and insightful novel of now.
The Most Dangerous Place on Earth - Lindsey Lee Johnson 2017-01-10
An unforgettable cast of characters is unleashed into a realm known for
its cruelty—the American high school—in this captivating debut novel.
The wealthy enclaves north of San Francisco are not the paradise they
appear to be, and nobody knows this better than the students of a local
high school. Despite being raised with all the opportunities money can
buy, these vulnerable kids are navigating a treacherous adolescence in
which every action, every rumor, every feeling, is potentially postable,
shareable, viral. Lindsey Lee Johnson’s kaleidoscopic narrative exposes
at every turn the real human beings beneath the high school stereotypes.
Abigail Cress is ticking off the boxes toward the Ivy League when she
makes the first impulsive decision of her life: entering into an
inappropriate relationship with a teacher. Dave Chu, who knows himself
at heart to be a typical B student, takes desperate measures to live up to
his parents’ crushing expectations. Emma Fleed, a gifted dancer,
balances rigorous rehearsals with wild weekends. Damon Flintov returns
from a stint at rehab looking to prove that he’s not an irredeemable
screwup. And Calista Broderick, once part of the popular crowd, chooses,
for reasons of her own, to become a hippie outcast. Into this complicated
web, an idealistic young English teacher arrives from a poorer, scruffier
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part of California. Molly Nicoll strives to connect with her
students—without understanding the middle school tragedy that played
out online and has continued to reverberate in different ways for all of
them. Written with the rare talent capable of turning teenage drama into
urgent, adult fiction, The Most Dangerous Place on Earth makes vivid a
modern adolescence lived in the gleam of the virtual, but rich with
sorrow, passion, and humanity. Praise for The Most Dangerous Place on
Earth “Alarming, compelling . . . Here’s high school life in all its
madness.”—The New York Times “Unputdownable.”—Elle “Impossibly
funny and achingly sad . . . [Lindsey Lee] Johnson cracks open adolescent
angst with adult sensibility and sensitivity.”—San Francisco Chronicle
“[A] piercing debut . . . Johnson proves herself a master of the coming-ofage story.”—The Boston Globe “Entrancing . . . Johnson’s novel possesses
a propulsive quality. . . . Hard to put down.”—Chicago Tribune “Readers
may find themselves so swept up in this enthralling novel that they finish
it in a single sitting.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review)
Daughter of Smoke & Bone - Laini Taylor 2011-09-27
In a nation on the brink of war, a young art student's star-crossed love
begins to bloom in the first book of the New York Times bestselling epic
fantasy trilogy by award-winning author Laini Taylor. Around the world,
black handprints are appearing on doorways, scorched there by winged
strangers who have crept through a slit in the sky. In a dark and dusty
shop, a devil's supply of human teeth grown dangerously low. And in the
tangled lanes of Prague, a young art student is about to be caught up in a
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brutal otherworldly war. Meet Karou. She fills her sketchbooks with
monsters that may or may not be real; she's prone to disappearing on
mysterious "errands"; she speaks many languages -- not all of them
human; and her bright blue hair actually grows out of her head that
color. Who is she? That is the question that haunts her, and she's about
to find out. When one of the strangers -- beautiful, haunted Akiva -- fixes
his fire-colored eyes on her in an alley in Marrakesh, the result is blood
and starlight, secrets unveiled, and a star-crossed love whose roots drink
deep of a violent past. But will Karou live to regret learning the truth
about herself?
John Green: The Complete Collection - John Green 2020-05-26
Brand new, this five-book collection includes all of John Green's
bestselling novels! This digital omnibus includes five critically acclaimed,
award-winning modern classics by #1 bestselling author John Green: •
Looking for Alaska • An Abundance of Katherines • Paper Towns • The
Fault in Our Stars • Turtles All the Way Down Newly updated to include
Turtles All the Way Down and added bonus content for Looking for
Alaska, featuring an extensive Q&A with author John Green and
discussion questions! Critical acclaim for the work of John Green: #1
New York Times Bestseller • #1 Wall Street Journal Bestseller • #1 USA
Today Bestseller • #1 International Bestseller ★ Michael L. Printz Award
Winner ★ Michael L. Printz Honor Winner ★ Los Angeles Times Book
Prize Finalist ★ NPR’s 100 Best-Ever Teen Novels ★ TIME Magazine’s
100 Best Young Adult Books of All Time
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